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VASSA NEWSLETTER  

JULY 2021 
 
Covid 
 
As you all know, the Covid situation has worsened over the last few weeks and as a result we will not have 
an outing in July.  Hopefully by August, most people will have had their 2nd vaccination and we will be able 
to mix more freely, if cautiously, again. 

 
VASSA June outing  
 
Despite the prediction of stormy weather, the valiant group of Vernacs who gathered at the Imperial 
Wireless Station in Klipheuwel were treated to good weather and were able to experience not only the main 
building but the Arts and Crafts houses precinct. Our sincere thanks to Alex Dodge who organised the visit, 
which involved writing official letters and many phone calls. We are very grateful to Mr Jan Ellis and Bailey, 
who were welcoming hosts and expert guides. Our thanks also to Elize Mendelsohn and Janine de Waal who 
handled the tour of Rust en Vrede in Durbanville.  
 

    
 

  
Imperial Wireless Station, Klipheuwel. Right: Jan Ellis and Bailey. Photographs of the site and outing are by Alex Dodge. 

mailto:info@vassa.org.za
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Nigel Amschwand, who was officially in charge of the outing and also organised the Rust en Vrede visit, 
writes: 

“It turned out to be a lovely day. Those who cancelled due to possibility of bad weather must rue their 
decision. We stayed for lunch and had to move tables due to the hot sun. The two guys at the radio station 
were characters and told us some amazing stories. One had been electrocuted with 1000 volts and obviously 
lived to tell us about it. One could see that nearly all the main building had been imported from the UK. 
Corrugated iron roof, steel girders, teak woodwork, etc. The workers houses were quite arts and crafts 
movement, although some unused houses had been boarded up to prevent squatters.” 

    
Houses in the employees’ village at Klipheuwel. 

 

    

Rust en Vrede, Durbanville (https://yocoeatery.co.za). 

 

THE (CONTINUING) ADVENTURES OF ALEX DODGE 

Haarlem, Langkloof 

Alex writes: 

“This hamlet is in the endless Langkloof Valley near Uniondale. I first visited four years ago after my late 
friend Annie bought a plot there. Her son in LA has it now. It is a Lutheran mission settlement with an 
interesting past and a fertile micro climate that encourages all the fruit farms. Peaceful. Dappled. Silvery 
aspens line the river. It has very beautiful evenings. It makes Suurbraak, Genadendal and Mamre look like 
the big city. 

The section with the Church, the lovely Pastorie and the ruined mills is where outsiders buy their plots and 
where Annie had hers. There are no shops or cafes in this part, no over-excited teashops or galleries. The 
newer area has the taxis and traders but a visitor can spend a couple of days walking the dirt roads below 
the church and daydreaming of purchase and restoration, or self-sufficiency. There is one B & B, Rona Lee’s, 
and it is great. 

It is an other-worldly place and if it were closer to Cape Town I’d probably try and buy Annie’s little plot. She 
never built her house but let Bush the Malawian smous grow onions there. Of course, it is that very distance 
that keeps it from the townies.” 

https://yocoeatery.co.za/
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Haarlem, founded in 1856, is the oldest village in the Langkloof, is situated along Route R62 on the southern 
bank of the Groot River between the Kouga and Witteberg/Tsitsikamma Mountain Range.  The settlement 
borders the river for about four kilometres and was laid out more like a kerkdorp than a mission, with a 
regular orthogonal grid (Fransen 2006: 142). 

In 1839 Michael Heyns of Welgelegen divided part of his farm into 400 erven of half a morgen each which he 
sold to subsistence farmers at an affordable price.  Over time, people from Germany, Scotland and Ireland 
arrived in the Langkloof, some at first working as labourers on neighbouring farms and later settled in 
Haarlem, leasing land for subsistence farming. One of these new arrivals was the first mission manager, 
Heinrich Christopher Markotter (1870).  He worked there for 50 years until he was transferred as a missionary 
to Stutteheim.  After establishing the mission even people other than missionaries and their families were 
drawn to the town, these included teachers and freed slaves. 
 

  

In their search for a central educational home for the Berlin Missionary Society, Haarlem was deemed fit for 
a new mission station where missionaries’ and their staff's children could receive education together with 
the local existing indigenous community. Members of the congregation were trained in five trades. Low input 
agricultural practices are still used, ploughs are horse-drawn and other work is still done by hand. The roads 
between the houses cannot be tarred as the horse-drawn ploughs are dragged between Erven on tyres.  

The pastor’s wife, took care of teaching the 70 children until Theophilus Groenewald arrived as teacher. Piet 
Koen, a locally-born boy who had spent several years being educated in Germany, returned to work in the 
mission. He married Christine Lehn, daughter of the slave couple Hans and Emily Lehn, but died prematurely 
(48) in 1862 at Haarlem and Christine was left with ten young children. 
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By the end of 1860 Friedrich Prietsch of the Berlin Mission Society arrived at Haarlem and the community 
without a pastor welcomed the establishment of an Evangelical Lutheran congregation. The church in neo-
Gothic style was inaugurated on the 30th of October 1880. Hans Fransen (2004: 524) waxes lyrical: “It is 
perhaps the most picturesque of all our mission churches, and represents the perfect marriage of Gothic 
Revival forms with the local vernacular. It is also the best preserved and least altered.” 
 

  
 
Two water powered mills were used for wheat. They are unique as they were built in series, thus fed by a 
single stream water source. The first was built in 1865 and the second in 1885 by Hendrik Beneke. The mills 
were functioning until at least the 1930s. Today the mills stand in ruin, with an original wheel still in place, 
although there are plans for the wheel to be moved to the George museum until a suitable place can be built 
in Haarlem itself. 
 

  
Bush. 
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All photographs in this section were taken by Alex Dodge, except the first one which was grabbed from the 
Uniondale website. Additional text was derived from the following sources: 

 
Fransen, H. 2004. A Guide to the Old Buildings of the Cape. Jonathan Ball. 
Fransen, H. 2006. Old Towns and Villages of the Cape. Jonathan Ball. 
https://www.facebook.com/109096649250065/posts/haarlem-boeredorpie-in-die-langkloof-

haarlem-farming-village-in-the-langkloofbyd/1419268204899563/ 
https://www.uniondale.co.za/area/haarlem 

 
CAPE TOWN 
 
The conservatory / hot house at the Montebello Design Centre, Newlands 
 
The last few years have seen great concern expressed over the future of the hot house at Montebello, which 
is part of the nursery on the site.  The hot house was built around 1902 when the property was still owned 
by the owner of Ohlssons Brewery.  The last private owner, Cecil Michaelis, bequeathed the property to UCT 
in 1980. Around 2016 UCT started making plans to demolish the hot house and build a conference centre on 
the land. Wheels were set in motion but vehement objections from the public (and maybe the appearance 
of Covid on the scene) have resulted in the project going quiet.  The plan now is to demolish the hothouse, 
which has been left to get into a terrible state, and rebuild it on the same footprint with modern materials.  
Watch this space …. is this not exactly what happened to the fabulous conservatory in the Company’s 
Gardens? It was dismantled, never to be rebuilt again. 

The Montebello hothouse (https://montebello.co.za/the-greenhouse-nursery.htm & Sigi Howes). 

 
At present the Montebello hot house is still standing but all the plants have been removed and it is closed as 
it is deemed a danger to the public.  

https://montebello.co.za/the-greenhouse-nursery.htm
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Postcard showing the greenhouse in the Company’s Gardens  

(Centre for the Book dome to left) (courtesy Sigi Howes). 

 
Water channels in the Company’s Gardens 
 
The City of Cape Town has produced an informative self-guided walking tour of the Company’s Gardens.  Of 
interest are the old water channels that run down on either side of the Avenue, and to which most of us have 
not really paid much, if any, attention.  The pamphlet has this to say: 
 
“For the last 150 years of its existence, the Company’s Gardens was enclosed. In 1804 the Avenue was 
extended to Orange Street, completely changing its character to become a pedestrian route linking the town 
and the farms of the Upper Table Valley - and soon after the suburbs that spread up there. Water channels 
created in the 17th century still run down either side of the Avenue, with the remains of much older ones 
underground - these originally fed the river that flowed along Orange Street and linked to a network of 
irrigation channels with reservoirs at points. These water channels continued to Wagenaer’s Reservoir (built 
in 1663 and still visible under the Golden Acre Shopping Centre), where barrels were filled with fresh water 
and rolled along the jetty to passing ships. Outside Tuynhuis the channel is wide and at one curved end it has 
a simple waterfall cascading over a projecting ledge of slate. Known to have been in existence in 1781, this 
relic is probably even older than that. The Avenue was already lined with trees in the 1670s and this culture 
landscape is, with the Castle, one of South Africa’s oldest surviving colonial artefacts.” 
[https://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/Graphics%20and%20educational%20material/HAP1
0_Company%27s_Garden_Self-guided_Walk.pdf] 

 

  
Left: The stone-lined channel (John Kramer). Right: Charles D’Oyly’s drawing of The Avenue (1830s) shows how little has changed 

(except fashion) and how important these perambulating places are to city life. 
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Take a closer look next time you visit the Gardens, and treat yourself to coffee or tea at the little Heritage 
Shop situated in a charming cottage (Information Centre) tucked away just above the large restaurant.  It is 
one of the City’s hidden gems.  At the same time, you will be supporting a good cause as it is run by the Cape 
Town Heritage Trust. 
 
The River Club development 
 
Earthmoving work has begun. These two views were taken by Alex - one a year ago and the other about two 
weeks ago. Meanwhile, the Observatory Civic Association is still engaged in legal processes, most recently 
they are appealing the approval of a Water Use Licence. 
 

   
River Club site, then and now (Alex Dodge). 

 

OUT AND ABOUT 
 
For map and Boer War enthusiasts 
 
Antonia Malan recently came across this paper presented at a Symposium on Shifting Boundaries: 
Cartography in the 19th and 20th centuries.  The title is: The style sheet for the War Office series GSGS 1764, 
Cape Colony reconnaissance series.  
https://history.icaci.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Board.pdf. 
 
Blockhouse at Noupoort 
 
The Boer War blockhouse at Noupoort is deteriorating and being vandalised, despite the fact that it is a 
Provincial Heritage Site. The blockhouse is situated on a low hill overlooking the railway line and town. When 
John and Pat Kramer visited the site they were struck by its strange design. Here is an article by Richard 
Tomlinson which appeared on the Heritage Portal site. Photographs by John Kramer. 
 
In his landmark study Britain's Last Castles: Masonry Blockhouses of the South African War, 1899-1902, 
Richard Tomlinson provides the following description of the iconic structure: 
 
The blockhouse at Noupoort is the most idiosyncratic and impractical building of its type in South Africa. 
Circular in plan, with an external diameter of 8,5 m at the base, tapering to about 7 m at the top, the 
whitewashed stone tower is approximately 7 m high and most resembles a tower windmill such as Mostert's 
Mill in Cape Town. The building is featureless up to a height of 4,9 m above ground level, at which point the 
wall sets back 100 mm and above which there are three 225 x 75 mm cast iron air vents. Around the middle 
of this top stage are five steel loopholes set vertically, and near the wall top, there are a further fifteen 
loopholes set horizontally. The loophole plates are unusual in that they are mounted on the outside wall face 
and not in the middle of the wall layer as is customary, and the apertures are much larger than usual. The 
tower is covered by an umbrella-shaped corrugated roof, which oversails the walls slightly, and has a gabled 
extension facing south-east which accommodates the entrance door in a vertical, corrugated wall. The 

https://history.icaci.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Board.pdf
http://samilitaryhistory.org/vol106rt.html
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internal arrangements of this blockhouse are not known as, with the entrance being more than seven metres 
above ground level, access is difficult. The top floor would appear to be positioned just above the air vents, 
so that the defenders would kneel to fire through the vertical loopholes and stand to fire through the 
horizontal ones. The storage area below may be divided into two by a second floor, or it could be one deep 
storey. 
 
One problem associated with this structure is that the seven-metre long ladder would be very difficult to 
draw inside in the event of an attack and would project out of the doorway. It is therefore more likely that it 
would have been left in position, particularly if the blockhouse were surrounded and defended by a large 
garrison. In the absence of any windows in the lower storey(s), there would have been no light or ventilation 
there. The absence of machicouli [a projecting box] galleries at the top would have made it impossible to 
protect the base against an attacking force, again suggesting that it was located in a garrison area. The author 
does not believe that this structure would have been built specifically as a blockhouse and considers it far 
more likely that it was converted from an existing windmill.” 
 

   
Noupoort (John Kramer). 

 
Barrydale 
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This painting by John Kramer is based on a photograph taken in Barrydale in the 1970s.  It has long since been 
demolished, and there is now quite a bit of speculation as to what this very smart building could have been. 
Some have suggested that it was the local offices and warehouse of the Barry and Nephews commercial 
empire which stretched throughout the Overstrand until its collapse in 1865. (The plaster ornaments are 
possibly harps?) Any ideas or suggestions, please? 
 
This month’s photograph from the Gribble Collection 

 
Karoo plaas (HP00274 Courtesy of the Drakenstein Heritage Foundation). 

 
We do not have any information about this image but have tried to interpret what can be seen. The 
photograph appears to have been taken shortly after the proud farmer and his wife built, or substantially 
modernized their house (in dorpshuis style). There are new windows and shutters, corrugated-iron roof, 
white-walled extensions and garden furniture (barrels). This contrasts dramatically with the older buildings 
on the werf, with their exposed mud walls and thatched roofs.  
 
What is perhaps more surprising about the picture is a demonstration of impeccably behaved livestock. The 
ewes and lambs stand patiently together in one group closely watched by a sheepdog, and the rams are with 
their shepherd. Between them are three horses and their handlers. It can be imagined that the flock paid for 
the new house and was therefore also a matter of pride. Note the kapkar, with its pale leather or canvas 
hood (kap) (Anglicised by the ignorant Brits to Cape cart) and the long wagon to the left. The stone walls of 
kraals extend up the slope behind, so they are easily supervised and self-draining. 
 
 
Do your bit too 
 
We are looking for items for the newsletter, so if you have been anywhere, are aware of any newsworthy 
item or have photographs or anything to add, please do so. Send any contributions to: studio@iafrica.com. 
 
 
 
Compiled by Pat Kramer & Antonia Malan 
publications@vassa.org.za 
The Vernacular Architecture Society is not responsible for errors or opinions in this Newsletter. 
Please do not reproduce the images without permission. 
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